Elective paratracheal neck dissection for lateral metastases from papillary carcinoma of the thyroid: is it indicated?
Therapeutic paratracheal neck dissection for patients with papillary carcinoma of the thyroid is standard treatment. Its use as an elective procedure is controversial. Thirty-seven patients with papillary carcinoma of the thyroid and evidence of positive adenopathy at levels II-V underwent selective neck dissection and elective/therapeutic paratracheal neck dissection. Results of preoperative ultrasonography of the neck were compared with the dissection specimens. Morbidity of the surgical procedure was minimal (1 permanent hypocalcemia). All specimens showed metastases from papillary thyroid carcinoma: 100% (37/37) in the jugular chain of lymphatics and 83.7% (31/37) in the paratracheal region. The rate of occult (negative physical examination and ultrasonography) metastases in the paratracheal region in the presence of metastases in the ipsilateral jugular chain was 83.3% (20/24). The high rate of occult metastases in the paratracheal region and the low rate of surgical morbidity speak in favor of elective paratracheal neck dissection in patients with metastatic papillary carcinoma of the thyroid.